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EK Archery Cobra System R9 Crossbow - Black, Old hands with new bones is

the way of looking at the iterative synchronization of engineering data with

manufacturing realities. Is the design of a bow the defining factor of its

performance? Strangely enough, it isnt. Its how the limbs, the riser, the cams,

the strings, and also the components are form. In fact, over three decades EK

Archery has observed the product failures of the famous archery brands as they

insist on price as the bottom line.Ek archery brings you a best seller of EK

Archery Cobra System R9 Crossbow - Black 90lbs cobra system series This

attitude towards mass production leads to a decrease in the quality of archery

products. Ek Archery Research resists this trend through an iterative

manufacturing process that also involves our fabrication teams through several

design stages to correct problems as they appear. As prototypes emerge from the

design process, these are subject to the input of end-users. Trends amongst users

are analyzed, and also products redesigned. Great bows come into being and are

assembled through the Acumen of our Workshop Masters.   

Seller Info

Name: LIZELLE FRANKISH

First Name: LIZELLE

Last Name: FRANKISH

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 3900

Address: 33 Witstinkhout

Phone: +27 (82) 825-9969

Listing details

Title: EK Archery Cobra System R9 Crossbow - Black

Price: R 4,000.00

Make: EK Archery

Model: Cobra System R9
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Calibre: 90lbs

Condition: Like New

Description:

Old hands with new bones is the way of

looking at the iterative synchronization of

engineering data with manufacturing

realities. Is the design of a bow the defining

factor of its performance? Strangely enough,

it isnt. Its how the limbs, the riser, the cams,

the strings, and also the components are

form. In fact, over three decades EK Archery

has observed the product failures of the

famous archery brands as they insist on price

as the bottom line.Ek archery brings you a

best seller of EK Archery Cobra System R9

Crossbow - Black 90lbs cobra system series

This attitude towards mass production leads

to a decrease in the quality of archery

products. Ek Archery Research resists this

trend through an iterative manufacturing

process that also involves our fabrication

teams through several design stages to

correct problems as they appear. As

prototypes emerge from the design process,

these are subject to the input of end-users.

Trends amongst users are analyzed, and also

products redesigned. Great bows come into

being and are assembled through the

Acumen of our Workshop Masters.

 

Business or Customer

Name:

Lizelle
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Phone: +27 (82) 825-9969

Email: LIZELLEF@OUTLOOK.

COM

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:KwaZulu-Natal

City: Richards Bay

Additional

Information:

FEATURES

Stockeasy adjustable tactical stock.

Sling mount : quick detachable sling

shoulder mount.

Robust safety mechanism : patented trigger

design.

String : durable string.

Limbs : durable compression fiberglass.

Picatinny rail : allows a variety of

accessories to be added.

Foregrip : ergonomically textured grip.

SPECIFICATIONS

Speed 240 FPS

Draw Weight 90 LBS

Power Stroke 7.5"

Mass Weight (Bow Only) 4.4 LBS / 1,995kg

Length 21.5"

Reference Number: GUA912553
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